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Note on the Spectrum of Boltzmann's Collision Operator

by M. Klaus

Institut für Theoretische Physik der Universität Zürich,
Schönberggasse 9, CH-8001 Zürich, Switzerland

(13. XI. 1975)

Abstract. The discrete spectrum of the Boltzmann collision operator for a hard-sphere gas is
studied. We prove that beyond a critical 'angular momentum' l0 no eigenvalues exist. A 'proof
by computer' gives /0 3, which is in accordance with a conjecture made by Jenssen.

1. Introduction

In this paper we consider the hard-sphere collision operator I which appears in
the linearized Boltzmann equation

I+'I-tf <>•¦>

One of the small gaps in our knowledge of the spectrum of Boltzmann's collision
operator concerns its spectrum in the invariant subspaces, which are present due to
rotational invariance. Each invariant subspace may be labeled by a number /
(/ 0, 1, 2,...) and leads to a reduced collision operator /,. We are interested in the
point spectrum of 7, for various /. 7, can be written as

I: -v + K, (1.2)

where v is the collision frequency (a multiplication operator) and Kt is a compact
integral operator. A description of the spectrum of It was given by previous authors
for the lowest orders in /. First of all, Kuscer and Williams [1] investigated the case
/ 0. They proved the existence of an infinite set of eigenvalues (relaxation constants)
in the interval (—1, 0], with —1 as the only accumulation point. Besides that, the
spectrum consists of an essential part (often called 'continuum') extending from — 1

to —oo. The positive real axis belongs to the resolvent set. The last two properties are
general features of the operator I. The case 1=1 was treated by Yan [2]. He also
found an infinite set of eigenvalues between — 1 and 0. Jenssen [3] considered general
values of /, and he showed that an infinite sequence of eigenvalues exists for / < 3.

For / > 3 only a finite number can occur, but the numerical calculations of Jenssen
even lead to the conjecture that no eigenvalues exist for / > 3. In this paper we show
that the eigenvalues indeed disappear for large values of /, and a numerical consideration

different from Jenssen's gives strong evidence that / 3 is the first value for
which eigenvalues are absent. While Jenssen in his calculations used a big matrix to
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approximate /,, we treated the full collision operator. In our numerical calculations we
had to evaluate certain integrals which estimate the norm of an operator.

2. The Spectrum of 7, for Large /

For a hard-sphere gas the collision operator (1.2) is known explicitly [6, 7],

v(v) ì fexp(-it)2) + (v + ^ fexp(-ix2) dx\ veU3,v= |v| (2.1)

Kt(v, v') K,™ - JKp> (2.2)

where

K\*»(v, v') 2tt[ Km(\, v')P,(z) dz i 1,2 (2.3)

(z denotes the cosine of the angle between v and v')

Ka)(v, v') ^- |v - v'| exp[-i(v2 + v'2)] (2.4)
Ö7T

Ki2)*> *'> - 2-^vi ^H (|v -vT + (t^t )] • (2-5)

With this definition the operator 7, acts in the Hilbert space L2(v; v2 dv). Jenssen
used the space L2(v; -n~3l2v2 e~ "2 dv). If /, denotes his collision operator and 17:

L2(v;-n--3lz v2 e~ "2 dv)-*-L2(v; v2 dv) the unitary transformation

(Uf)(v) o)-3'4e-<»2'4y(tVV2)

we have

Ii ^Y UJ.UA

The eigenvalue problem for Ix

IJ=Xf (X>-1) (2.6)

can also be written as

g CnKtChg s B,(l)g (2.7)

where g (v + A)1'2/and CA (v + A)~<1/2). For A > -1, CA is a bounded operator.
However, it is known [1] that the strong limit A -> — 1 of BAI) exists and is a bounded
operator B_x(l). Furthermore ||7?A(/)|| < ||5_i(/)|| uniformly in A ^ — 1. In the
following we put B.x(l) B(l) and C_j C.

Equation (2.6) has a solution if and only if (2.7) has one. But (2.7) has no solution
if 15(7) || < 1. Then Ix has no eigenvalues A > -1. We shall show that ||5(/)|| ->0 as
/ -> co, or equivalently

Theorem. There exists an integer /0 > 0 such that for / > /0 there are no
eigenvalues of the operator 7, in the gap (—1,0].

Proof. We present a short proof which shows the disappearance of the eigenvalues
for large /, but which gives no reasonable value for /0 (i.e. one close to /0 3) if these
estimates are used to calculate /0.
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Since the kernel Kjiy(v, v') is much better behaved than K\2\v, v') we only
consider that contribution to B(l) which comes from the latter. The kernel Kjv(v, v') could
be treated in the same way. First we estimate (2.3) by the familiar Schwarz inequality

\K[2\v, v')\ < ^£=. (J' \K™(v, y')\2 dz}™ (2.8)

The integral on the right-hand side can be evaluated explicitly

iFW 'M ^
1 e-»3/V'2'4 / f e-"'du V'2iK'Kv'v)l < V2TTT-v^- (i Vu2 + v2 - v'2)

2 e-»2/4ev'2/4 / /•»' \l/2
a/2/ + 1 Vro'C2 - O1'4

2

(T •"-*)¦ (2.9)

V27+Î 5(0, v') for i>' ^ t>.

For v' > v one has to interchange v and v'.
Now we use a result from the theory of integral operators [4]. Given a symmetric

kernel t(x, x') of an integral operator T, defined for instance in the space L2(U+), one
has an estimate for the norm of the operator, namely

||r|| < sup T \t(x,x')\dx'
xen + JoxeR + Jo

provided the integral exists. In a L2-space with measure x2 dx we have

\\T\\ s? sup f xx'\t(x,x')\dx'. (2.10)
XeU + Jo

In this paper, it is always this estimate which is used to bound operator norms. Putting

fi<2)(/) CK[2>C (2.11)

we get

¦"¦w * vêrî S fm-fmm-iY" " (Z12)

By investigating the integral for v' < 1 and v' > 1, and using the fact that

v(v) - 1 ~ v2 v^O (2.13)

and

v(v) — 1 ~ v v-^-oo (2.14)

one readily shows that the supremum in (2.12) is finite. Therefore (2.12) tells us that
[|-B(/)|| < 1 if / > /0 for some /0. This finishes our proof.

One could evaluate the integral (2.12) numerically and calculate /0, but because
of the slow decay in / of the right-hand side of (2.12), attempts in this direction were
not successfull. To get better numerical results one has to improve the estimates.
Indeed it is possible to show that the norm of B(l) vanishes as /"1. This will be sketched
in the next section.
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3. Calculation of /0

To get a good value for /0 one can refine the analysis. First, one can calculate
Kjv(v, v) explicitly

*,«>(», v')
e-v*He-**liv.

2in (21 + 3)vl + 1 (21 - l)vl
ri <, v

KP\v', v) v' > v. (3.1)

With this expression one forms Ba\l) CK^'C and using (2.10) one easily checks
that its norm is damped like l~3. The kernel Kj2)(v, v'), however, cannot be expressed
in a simple form. But one can separate the singularity by defining two operators
Qi(v, v') and Tt(v, v') according to

Kj2\v, v') Q,(v, v') + T(v, v') (3.2)

where

Qiv, v') e-2'V'2'4 J" jf^L, dz _L_ JC, e-»°/V'a" v' ^ v

Qi(v', v) v' > v.

D J-l (1 fS _ 7-.U/2(1+t2 - 2zt)

(3.3)

<fe V' 4: V

T,(v', v) v' > v, t —

(3.4)

It follows from (3.3) that ||Cß,C|| -^ 0 for /-> co.
The kernel Tx(v, v') can be tracted further by a partial integration. One uses

jPiiz) 2TTÏip'Az) - Pi-iiz)) (3.5)

which brings in a power l'1. The difference between the two Legendre polynomials can
be estimated by

\Pl+x(z) - Px_i(z)\ 4^(1- \z\)A (3.6)
7T

This is easily shown by an integral representation for the Legendre polynomials [5].
Further estimates of the integrand (after the partial integration) can be carried out.
Finally one gets an estimate of the norm of T(v, v') which decays like /"1. It was along
this line we got numerically reasonable results. The numerical work consisted of the
evaluation of the integrals which estimate the norm of B(l). I am very thankful to
Dr. W. Schnider from the Institut fuer Elektronik at the ETH who did the integrations
on the computer. Using Simpson's rule and the method of Gaussian quadrature it
was seen that for / ^ 5 the norm of B(l) was significantly smaller than unity. The cases
/ 3, 4 remained undecided by the method of this section. But for these two cases
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the integration (2.3) was done explicitly, and indeed, the norm of B(l) was also found
to be smaller than unity. Since nowhere in our calculations does any approximation of
the collision operator occur and the integrations can be done with high accuracy, we
are convinced that Jenssen's conjecture is right.
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